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TEAM USA HEAD COACH ROD
ROSS RETIRES
After nearly two decades as part of the Junior Team USA and
Team USA coaching staffs, Rod Ross, 64, has decided to retire
from the program. His career in the industry spans more than
40 years. A United States Bowling Congress Gold coach since
2000, Ross was selected as assistant coach for Junior Team USA
in 2002. He took over as head coach in 2004 and held that
position until 2017.
As part of the Team USA program, Ross has helped
competitors from the United States to win hundreds of medals
in international competition,
including more than 25 world
championships at the adult level;
seven gold medals at the Pan
American Games; and three
QubicaAMF Bowling World Cup
titles. From 2010-2012, the Junior
Team USA girls, Junior Team USA
boys, Team USA women, and Team
USA men all were the reigning
world champions under Ross’ guidance.
“My time with the Team USA program has been memorable
and rewarding, and I’m certainly going to miss all of our
incredible players, coaches, managers, and staff.”
USBC Executive Director Chad Murphy shared, “We are
incredibly grateful to Rod for his dedication to Team USA and
for all the contributions he has made to help the program be
so successful over the last two decades.”

ENTREPRENEURIAL SAVVY
Talk about making chicken salad out of all that other stuff.
Terence Jackson Jr., 34, has taken entertainment to his
customers. Sometimes that is easier than making them come
to you. A businessman from Southfield, MI, Jackson realized
that people want convenience. Amazon, Uber, and Grub Hub
have brought shopping to their customers, and Jackson’s idea
was to provide physical entertainment on wheels. He created
Luxury Strike, what
he describes as the
world’s first mobile
bowling alley. Luxury
Strike’s two bowling

lanes and lounge are housed in
a 53-foot-semi-trailer. It is an ondemand party on wheels and
services a 30-mile radius of
Southfield.
Jackson told The Detroit
News, “It was a difficult process
building the bowling alley at certain times, because lumber,
certain materials, and products weren’t available” due to the
pandemic. The two lanes are shorter than a traditional center
and use smaller bowling balls that weigh about three pounds.

GOOD NEWS FOR 100-YEAROLD TOURNAMENT
The Petersen Classic, one of the nation’s longest-running,
premier bowling events, will return to the lanes in 2021. In
celebration of its 100th anniversary, it will move to Bowlero
Wauwatosa in Wisconsin just outside of Milwaukee, which is a
central location for bowlers in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and
Chicago.
The tournament was founded in 1921 by Louis P. Petersen
and held at Archer-35th Recreation in Chicago. Over its years,
it has become part of a bowler’s bucket list. The 2021 milestone
tournament will begin on Friday, April 30, and run through Labor
Day weekend.
Bowlers who are interested in signing up early can do so
by contacting Trista Kimmes at (651) 399-9339 or
info@petersenclassic.com. Entry fee is $100 per bowler. Entry
forms and more details are available at petersenclassic.com.
6
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The set up has dual automatic bowling lanes, scoring system,
temperature control, neon lighting, an 80-inch theater screen,
a sky lounge which accommodates 10-15 people, and a stateof-the-art sound system that guests can connect to through
Bluetooth. Luxury Strike is available for parties, corporate and
church gatherings, small weddings, you name it.
Advice to other creative dreamers? Jackson says,
“Entrepreneurship runs the world. Focus, commit, and continue
discipline. Don’t be a product of your environment.” Check out
www.luxurystrikebowling.com and be inspired.
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THE FULL POTENTIAL OF BOWLING
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CAN’T BOWL BUT
CAN GET VACCINATED
In Washington state, bowling proprietors, now closed for
business, have offered up their centers as COVID-19
vaccination centers.
“Our industry wants to help,” said Chris Nash, president
of the Washington State BPA and owner of Zeppoz in
Pullman. “Our bowling centers are not being used during
the shutdown and are thoroughly cleaned and sanitized.
Fortunately, the centers have also been COVID free
throughout the pandemic for all guests and employees.
Bowling centers are already community hubs and social
centers for thousands across the state and can provide a
safe space for the Task Force and Departments of Health
to roll out additional inoculation sites.”
Nash said 90% of the state’s centers have space to store
vaccines and are large enough to offer social distancing.
Valley Bowl, North Bowl and Lilac Lanes in Spokane
County are on the list of sites volunteering.
“Since the pandemic, our bowling center owners and
operators hve been looking for ways to help [the] communities
we serve,” said Nash. “We will be standing by to assist.”

SPOTLIGHT
THE CHRISMANS, A COUPLE
AND A FORCE
The USBC Hall of Fame committee recently elected Bill and
Barbra Chrisman, of Pleasant View, UT, for Meritorious Service.
They will be the seventh husband and wife team overall to be
inducted and the first time that each is enshrined in the same year.
“Over more than three decades, the Chrismans have used their
positions and success as co-founders of Storm Products, Inc., one
of bowling’s premier manufacturers, to have an immeasurable
impact on the sport beyond just the production of balls, bags,
shoes, and accessories for Storm, Roto Grip, and now 900
Global,” stated Matt Cannizzaro of USBC Communications.
The Chrismans have supported bowling, especially women’s
bowling, through sponsoring bowlers and tournaments around
the world, including the USBC Senior Queens, National Golden
Ladies Classic, and PBA/PWBA Striking Against Breast Cancer
Mixed Doubles.

BOWLING BOOK CORNER
The Kingpins of Riverbend
Today, what we have is a lot of
lockdown time. So, why not pick up
a good book about bowling? The
Kingpins of Riverbend, written by
Richard Halvey and published by
Newman Springs Publishing, just
might be that book.
The Kingpins of Riverbend is
set in a fictional town along the
Mohawk River in upstate New
York in 1968. Halvey writes, “It
is about a group of seven pin
boys at a local bowling alley
who, in one way or another, are confronting
their futures against the backdrop of a town desperately trying
to recapture the prosperity of the past.” The book winds
between the lives of the pin boys and the machinations of Tony
Gallo, the town boss, with both stories coming together in a
bowling tournament. The outcome surprises everyone, maybe
even you if you pick it up at a bookstore nearby or online at
the Apple Book Store, Amazon, or Barnes & Noble.
8
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Both Barbara and Bill have distinguished themselves
individually: Barbara served as a member of the USBC Board
of Directors from 2005-2011, has been supportive of women’s
bowling, and was the keynote speaker at the 2016 Singapore
Women’s International Coaching Symposium; Bill served as
director of the Ogden (Utah) Bowling Association Board from
1981-1989 and was inducted into the association’s hall of
fame for superior performance in 1994 and inducted into the
Utah State USBC Hall of Fame in 2005 for meritorious service.
However, it is as a couple that they shine. They have received
numerous honors: the 2016 International Bowling Media
Association Alberta E. Crowe Meritorious Service Award; the 2014
Billiard and Bowling Institute of America’s Industry Service Award
for their promotion of the sport; the 2003 William Landgraf
Memorial Award for Distinguished Service; and the 2003 John
David Memorial Award. These, along with their many charitable
contributions and simply the good people they are, reinforce this
spotlight on their contributions to bowling.

SHORTS

INDUSTRY AT LARGE
8 USBC OPEN CHAMPIONSHIPS MOVE TO MAY
The start date of the 2021 USBC Open Championships will move to May 1, 2021, and the event will feature a modified
schedule to allow for social distancing with one team per pair during competition. With the flexibility of South Point Bowling
Plaza and nearby South Point Bowling Center in Las Vegas, 50,000 bowlers will be allowed to participate. The tournament
is slated to run for 79 days from May 1 – July 18, but adjustments to the daily squad schedule will allow the entry capacity
to remain at more than 9,300 five-player teams. Based on demand, the 2021 Open Championships can be extended
as far as July 31, increasing the potential capacity to nearly 11,000 teams.

8 TRUE IS NOW THE OFFICIAL
PARTNER OF BPAA
Strike Ten Entertainment has come to terms on a multiyear sponsorship agreement with TRUE Premium Vodka to
become the official vodka of the BPAA. TRUE is currently
distributed in Florida, Louisiana, New York, New Jersey, and
Illinois, with plans to expand in 2021. Strike Ten will work with
TRUE Premium Vodka and BPAA members to showcase the
product as a bespoke premium call brand in bowling centers
and to open distribution in other states. Heading TRUE is MLB
Hall of Famer and former New York Mets player Mike Piazza.

8 2021 USBC
WOMEN’S
CHAMPIONSHIPS
MOVE TO RENO
The United States Bowling
Congress Women’s Championships
will now be hosted by the National
Bowling Stadium (NBS) in Reno, NV.
The 2021 event was previously
scheduled to take place at Stardust
Bowl in Addison, IL, while the 2022
tournament was slated for Reno and
the NBS. As a tournament-only
venue, the NBS has the capacity to
handle an extension of tournament
dates if public health concerns with
COVID-19 continue into 2021.
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8 PBA LAUNCHES
PINSIDERS, A MEMBERSHIP
FOR FANS
The Pro Bowlers Association (PBA) has a brand-new,
exclusive membership dedicated to the fans—PBA
Pinsiders. The PBA Pinsiders membership is the firstever fan club available for bowlers of all ages and
skill levels. Members will receive a fan club welcome
kit, which includes officially licensed PBA swag and gain
access to member-only digital content straight from the
professionals. For more information: visit pba.com/join.

8 RAB’S IS ‘BEST IN THE BOROUGHS’
The .NYC registry team, which is managed by Neustar, held its Best of
Boroughs 2020 Virtual Awards Celebration to honor organizations that use
the .NTC domain name in each borough of New York City. Rab’s Country
Lanes was named Best of Staten Island. Rab’s is owned by the Wilkinson
family and run by Frank Wilkinson. Rab’s was listed #1 on the Top 31
Small Businesses on Staten Island
by the Staten Island Economic
Development Corporation (SIEDC)
in 2018, recognized by the City of
New York as the Staten Island Small
Business of the Year and as a Health
Hero by the SIEDC in 2013. Best of
the Boroughs is a citywide contest
that celebrates the local businesses,
organizations, and community
individuals that make each borough
a unique place to live.

g

g
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GOODWILL CENTRAL

In spite of all that centers are dealing with during this pandemic,
they still find time to help others. Bowling is part of the cement that
keeps communities together.
The Four Seasons Bowling Center located in Alexandria, LA, held
its annual Veterans No-Tap Bowling Tournament to raise money for
the veterans in the local VA hospital. Joseph King, the co-owner of
the center, said, “We’re raising money for our veterans, because they
do so much for us and sacrifice for us. We just wanted to keep it going
this year, even though we had COVID-19 going on. People still
want to participate.”

What to do for a 100th birthday? Gordon
Harris of Camden, ME, knew just what to do.
He gathered 25 of his friends and his young
girlfriend, Ruthie, in her eighties, and went
bowling at Oakland Park Bowling Lanes in

Chippewa Bowl in South Bend, IN, hosted a food and toy drive
in December. Guests who donated food or toys also received a
special deal in return: bowlers who brought a new, unopened toy
received three free games and bowlers who brought five nonperishable food items received two free games per person. All the
donations went to Keller Park Church in South Bend.
In December, Kellogg Bowl in Milwaukie, OR, announced its
closure after 58 years in business. Kyle Butler, with the Greater
Portland USBC, shared that it was hard to see it close. Now, the
bowling association has started a GoFundMe page to raise money
for the 10 remaining centers in the area. Donations can be made at:
charity.gofundme.com/o/en/campaign/save-our-bowling-centers.

Rockport where he bowls twice a week. While
the pandemic and its restrictions were not
the best backdrop, they managed to make the
extra effort to honor Harris, originally from
Canada and a World War II veteran. As his tee
shirt says, “I’m not old, I’m a classic!” Yes,
you are! Happy Birthday and keep bowling!

CAMPAIGN TO HELP SAVE A CENTER
Laurel Lanes in Port Angeles, WA, has been a part of the community
for 60 years. It has been owned and operated by 84-year-old Vern
Elkhart since 1966. His
daughter, Crystal Dare is
the co-operator. Through
a GoFundMe campaign,
Laurel Lanes has reached
out to the community to
raise $50,000 to attempt
to keep the business
alive.
It has been a rough
year: the shut down in Vern Elkhart, owner of Laurel Lanes in Port Angeles, WA
March; the partial
reopening for a few weeks in the fall; and then the closure again in
November with a reopen date of Jan. 4, 2021, hopefully.
Dare said the response to the fundraising “has been awesome.
It’s overwhelming the support from the community.” Cindy Perry,
who launched the campaign, said, “It’s the only family entertainment
in town other than the swimming pool. Laurel Lanes is a staple of
our community.”
What is your center doing? Email Patty Heath at
heath@bowlingindustry.com.
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In October, 10-year-old Dawson Kohl made
national bowling history. The fifth grader from
Iowa became the third-youngest bowler in
USBC history to record a 300 game. Kohl
shot the perfect game while competing in
the Saturday Morning Junior League at Cherry
Lanes in Dubuque, IA.
According to Jim Leitner,
of The Telegraph Herald,
Kohl has been bowling
since age 3 and practices
almost every day. His
father, Heath, served as
the GM at Creslanes,
which closed in August,
and now coaches the
bowling team at Hawkeye
Community College in Waterloo. Dawson will
need a few more perfect games to catch his
father who has had 51 perfect games in his
career. However, he certainly has started early.
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By Evan Henerson

L

ooking for a means of bringing new bowlers
into your center and keeping them happy and
coming back for more? Consider the following
recipe:

Don Carter Lanes Centers proprietor Brad Sommer (L) with Cherry Bowl and Forest
Hills Lanes general manager Tony Hall

In brief, the account you have just read outlines the steps
taken by the pioneers of the Rum Bucket Bowling Leagues
– a concept which industry experts think will be picked up
16
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by centers across the country. Dreamed up by industry veteran Brad
Sommer and his general manager, Tony Hall, while sitting in a parking
lot during a car show, Rum Bucket Bowling may prove to be a salve
the industry needs as the nation emerges from the COVID-19
shutdown and long cooped up men and women carefully leave their
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BUSINESS
homes in search of new and safe activities.
“The response has been crazy,” said Bruce Davis, president
of BBBI/Kids Bowl Free and Davis Productions, Inc. “If you’re
going to start a new league in the fall, even during good times,
and you get 40 people to sign up, it’s a huge success. Brad
got over 1,000 across his five centers. It’s just so unusual.”
“All told, after a week and half of promoting, we had 250
teams of four lines up,” added Sommer, general manager of
the Rockford, Illinois-based Don Carter Lanes. “Normally you
have to work your butt off just to get eight teams. It’s kind
of like a pinch yourself type of moment. I’ve never seen
anything take off like that.”
Back in late September and early October, Sommer put
up a series of Facebook posts with a lot of graphics and
emojis. The posts were promoted mostly to women ages 21 to 57 who
lived within five miles of each center. As time slots filled up, they opened
up new ones, to the point where a Rum Bucket League was scheduled
for nearly every day of the week.
A winning idea is bound to be duplicated, and it wasn’t long
before Rum Bucket Bowling moved east. After learning about the
concept from Davis, Brad Bixler, general manager of Berks Lanes
outside of Reading, PA, decided to investigate. After speaking to
Sommer, Bixler had scheduled a meeting to discuss the idea with his
staff. His IT person idly suggested posting a Rum Bucket league on
Facebook with no extra fanfare such as boosts or paid advertising.
Much like Sommer’s message, the Berks Lane post emphasized that
if your goal was a spot in the PBA tournament, this wouldn’t be your
bag. But if you were a bad bowler looking to have a good time, Berks
Lanes Rum Bucket Bowling had the league for you.
And once again, the phones lit up with “bad” bowlers eager to join
the action. That first post was in early November, and the league started
within the month.
“Within four hours, I signed up 60 teams, just through a post on
our Facebook page,” said Bixler. “We were going berserk from
answering messages on Facebook, taking phone calls, and getting

18
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deposits from people because it took off so well.”
Bixler proceeded to share the idea with Hiester Lanes and
Limerick Bowl, the two other Pennsylvania centers in his
chain. Between the three centers, they started 200 teams of
four. During the start-up phase, Bixler made sure that — in
addition to getting a great deal — the customers received
outstanding customer service. The Rum Bucket League
bowlers were greeted upon their arrival and received
instruction sheets explaining how league-style bowling
worked. They also had dedicated servers who brought them
their food and drinks and offered bowling tips as needed.
“You have to take care of these people. You have to be
organized. Probably 95% of these people have never bowled
before in a league atmosphere, so they don’t really
understand what league bowling is, switching lanes and all
that,” Bixler said. “We’re a bowling company and our
objective is to develop league bowlers. So I had someone
with them the entire experience. You’re not just throwing
them on the lane and kind of forgetting about them. That’s
very important.”
If, like this alcohol ignoramus of a writer, you wouldn’t
know a Rum Bucket if it were ceremoniously emptied
on top of your head, allow me to educate you. The
concoction that gives the league its name is a rum
mixture, with fruit and garnish, served up in a plastic
32-ounce bucket (one per bowler). The libation doesn’t
have to be rum; a team could substitute the drink with
beer, margaritas, or soda.
At the Illinois centers, Rum Bucket Bowling includes
pizza, wings, and a t-shirt. Final cost: $16 per bowler,
per week. Sommer even included a free bowling ball
to any enlistees who were new league bowlers.
As Davis has noted, between all the offerings, you
can “eat, drink, and be merry all in one place.” His
company is in the process of developing a national
marketing campaign rollout of Rum Bucket Bowling
Leagues which in its tag line will boast, “Making bad

BUSINESS
Once these new bowlers are inside the center, and
after they have enjoyed themselves bowling every
other week with the eats, libation, and camaraderie with
friends, Sommer views them as potentially transitioning
to becoming full league bowlers. Others may keep reupping for Rum Bucket Leagues, which also means
lanes get filled.
And, after the pandemic eases up and centers start
to fill up again, Davis expects there will still be a place
for bad bowlers, many of whom will have gotten hooked
on the enjoyment of the sport.

bowlers feel good since 2020.” For individuals who are willing to venture
out during the pandemic, the league has the advantage of allowing a small
number of people to get together in one place. Given the steps that
proprietors have taken to keep their centers clean and safe, bowlers will
reap the advantage of being able to keep the entertainment contained in
one area.
An equally key ingredient to the success of the venture, according to
Sommer and Bixler, is the fact that Rum Bucket Bowling targets men and
women who are new to the sport or at least those who have never before
bowled in a league.
“When asked why they signed up, the main reason they said was for
the non-serious bowler,” said Sommer. “They would call up and say, ‘I want
to sign up for the non-serious bowling league.’”
A few years ago, Sommer enjoyed success with the creation of a
Women Bowling with Wine (WBWW) league, a Thursday night league which
also targeted new, non-league bowlers and used alcohol as an enticement.
“I thought it was great that on a Thursday night I could get 24 teams
of women, mostly new bowlers. I’ll take that every day of the week,” Sommer
said. “But this just took it to another level. For whatever reason, the Rum
Bucket Bowling League just had more appeal to a wider audience.”
Berks Lanes proprietor Al Blough (L) with general manager Brad Bixler

“Will this continue to be a viable product when we
start to exit the pandemic? I think it will be,” said
Davis. “It’s a matter of exposing younger-to-middleage adults. Word of mouth will follow this, and the
people who are having a good time will tell their
friends, ‘Let’s do it again.’ I think it will come out and
perform equally well when you have 100% people to
consider instead of 50%.” ❖

Evan Henerson is a features and lifestyle journalist
who lives in Los Angeles. His work has appeared in TV
Guide, American Theatre, Orange Coast and the Los
Angeles Daily News where he was a staff writer and critic
for nine years.
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A PLACE

TO

BELONG
“

ou notice the good bowlers are
sitting down,” says Gene Barios,
age 68, surveying both the
members of his group populating
the lanes at Astoria Bowl as well
as the strangers. “The others are practicing.”
It’s an observation and bit of wisdom from
the gregarious Barios near the beginning of the
short film “A Place to Bowl.” In its seven heartfelt
minutes, the film packs in many such insights
about the sport, about friendship, about
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Filmmaker Gabe Jacobs explores connection
and friendship at Astoria Bowl
By Evan Henerson

community — about the importance of still having a place to bowl.
“It’s this sense of, ‘Here’s a place that we come every week that doesn’t
cost a lot of money, and it’s just to be with each other,’” said Gabe Jacobs,
the film’s director and co-cinematographer. “Just to be with your friends and
crack jokes. We take this sport really seriously, but it’s mostly there to just
bring us together. That was so beautiful to me and I wanted to capture it.”
A filmmaker by trade, Jacobs grew up playing baseball and tennis, but
was a novice bowler. Eventually, he and his brother started investigating
bowling centers around New York looking for a place of belonging. He found
that location in Astoria Bowl in Queens, and started coming every week, often
during hours that synced with his career as a filmmaker. As he became an

COVER STORY
Astoria Bowl regular, Jacobs improved his own skills and observed
many of the league bowlers and found the inspiration for a story he
wanted to tell.
“I think when I went in to start filming, I wasn’t 100% sure it was going
to be about the senior league,” said Jacobs, a New York native. “I was
just coming at it from a general interest in the sport. So I started
interviewing lots of people about all different types of things, but then
when I spoke to Gene and these guys, that’s when I kind of honed in
on the topic and talked to the owner. That’s when I really understood
that there’s something to be said here. There’s something special that
I didn’t really have in my life and that I think a lot of people are missing.”
And that thing is…?
“Community,” Jacobs says. “As the owner says, it gets harder and
harder to have enough money to sustain a bowling center in New York
City. I wanted to show people that we need these places. They are too
important to our happiness.”
Jacobs made the film — at a cost of between $2,500 and $3,000 –
in late 2019. He hired a crew of five and shot for three days, renting a
high quality camera to assure the best picture. The completed film even
found a booster in Super Slam champion Jason Belmonte.
“When we were filming, we started hearing the guys talk about
Jason, and now Jason’s watching it and loving it,” Jacobs said. “I’m
interested in the community around bowling. I think there is certainly
something to be said about the sport and the history of the sport and
where it’s going and two-handed bowlers and things like that, but I like
having that extra reason to care about this.”
The senior league bowlers are a colorful crew. When they’re not sitting
around, shooting the breeze, ribbing each other or waxing about the
fun of the sport, we see them in action. With a delicate piano
accompaniment, Jacobs shoots from the side, watching the men of
different ages and body types moving into the frame, striding up to the
edge of the lane and releasing their balls. There is something artistic
and, Jacobs feels, almost balletic in their movement.

“It kind of feels like a little bit of a dance,” Jacobs
said. “Some people rush into it more, but they’re
focused on hitting that lane almost like gymnastics. But
then I think if you’re shooting from the back, you
really see the curve of the ball.”
And what else does he see when he captures
bowlers through the camera lens?
“I’m looking a lot at people’s faces and I can
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definitely relate to how a lot of people
feel,” Jacobs said. “Everyone bowls
for different reasons probably, but I
can certainly see the face of the
person who is really just determined
to get better at the game. I notice a
lot of people bowl alone which is
interesting to me as well, and I see
how they use it — and I use bowling
also — as almost a therapy.
“It’s like a place to go and work on
something and when you work on
something, you’re being a little freer
from the problems of everyday life,”
Jacobs added, “which is beautiful and
meditative.”
For Jacobs, a venue like Astoria
Bowl was more conducive to creating
the vibe he was looking to convey
than some of the city’s hipper, trendier
centers
where
his
fellow
twentysomethings might congregate.
At Astoria Lanes, the game is the center of attention.
Bowling is treated “with respect.”
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That’s a fitting description, says owner Elaine Poulos who
notes that many of the regular have been coming to the center
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them are,” Poulos said. “People want to come here and be here
because a lot of the things we do to make this a more homey
place.”
At the end of the film, just before the credits, a man
considerably younger than the senior league bowlers steps into
the frame and two handedly slings a ball down a lane. That
person is Gabe Jacobs himself.
“Part of the movie is about age and the fact that I could have
gone into the difference between young people and old
people but I felt it would be clear if I just showed myself,”
Jacobs said. “I think it was sort of a statement at the end like,
‘Hey 20-year-olds, this is directed to you. I think this should be

Astoria Bowl proprietors Elaine and Perry Poulos

under previous regimes, when the center was called Merrick
Lanes and later LaGuardia Lanes. League bowling is the center’s
lifeblood and at the family-run center, customers are treated
like family.
“We talk to our own customers and we know who most of

Filmmaker Gabe Jacobs

important to you.’ I think I also wanted to make it clear that I
was a bowler, that the point of view was from someone who
knew about the sport at least a little bit, not just a filmmaker.”
Count Astoria Bowl owner Poulos as a fan.
“The film was amazing,” she said. “If that doesn’t make
people want to get back to bowling, I don’t think anything
would.” ❖

Evan Henerson is a features and lifestyle journalist who lives in
Los Angeles. His work has appeared in TV Guide, American
Theatre, Orange Coast and the Los Angeles Daily News where he
was a staff writer and critic for nine years.
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CREATING SUCCESS WITH COACH BETH

‘MASK UP,
KEEP CALM,
AND
CARRY ON’
Holiday Lanes proprietor
Melanie Coleman navigates the
COVID-19 storm
Definition of navigation: (1) The process or activity
of accurately ascertaining one’s position and planning
and following a route; (2) Looking forward and
course- correcting during a journey

By Beth Standlee

I

can think of no better team who personifies that
definition than the determined women at Holiday Lanes
in Bossier, LA. Proprietor
Melanie Coleman has
made it a practice to
empower and lift up her talented
crew during this trying time.
Holiday Lanes was shut down
from the beginning of the
pandemic in March 2020 until
June 5. Through it all, the Holiday
Lanes crew stayed focused on the aspects of business they could
control. Coleman jumped in immediately and applied for the
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan. There is a great
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lesson here: Coleman had a personal relationship with a small,
local bank. She spoke with her banker on a Monday and by
Friday her PPP loan was funded. In contrast, I had immediate
access to software with a giant, national bank. I applied for the
PPP loan in the first minute possible on Friday, April 3.
Frustratingly, I did not receive funding until the second round
of PPP. The lesson learned: personal relationships are more
important and more influential than immediate access to
impersonal software.
During the time Holiday Lanes was closed, the leadership
team stayed on point. Led by new general manager, Rhonda
Blount, the group implemented new cleaning and sanitation

g

CREATING SUCCESS WITH COACH BETH
Holiday Lanes proprietor Melanie
Coleman (left) with her daughter
Katy Rose Warmke

The leadership team at Holiday

protocols, stayed in touch with the
Lanes: Rebecca Morgan (left),
front-line team, continued check-ins
Rhonda Blount (center),
and Cheryl Oliva (right)
multiple times a week, and
maintained a high level of
communication for all staff with weekly and quarterly team
meetings. They successfully predicted the revenue and costs
and navigated the uncertainty of the ever-changing daily
COVID-19 landscape.
Impressively, this team managed to get in front of daily
challenges. Case in point: in a meeting in mid-June, the team
The arcade has been a money maker throughout the pandemic
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tackled the issue of mandatory mask wearing. Louisiana’s
governor had not issued a state-wide mandate. The team,
however, determined a mandatory mask requirement in the
building would be the safest environment for staff and guests.
They worked on rolling out the policy and the subsequent
communication strategy. When the governor eventually issued
a state-wide mask mandate, Holiday Lanes
already had the systems in place to comply.
The distinction between choice and force is
profound.
Even with the two-and-a-half month shut
down, Coleman believes Holiday Lanes will
finish the year at 70% of 2019 sales
overall. There have been many good weeks
with near same-store revenue despite the
50% lane capacity. Rebecca Morgan, food
and beverage manager, has worked diligently
to revamp and upgrade food offerings. The
team is currently beta testing the Brunswick
mobile ordering system with the expectation
that it will grow lane-side food sales.
Additionally, Coleman and her local banker
renegotiated a 2018 business loan which
funded a game room upgrade — interest-

CREATING SUCCESS WITH COACH BETH

Redemption area at Holiday Lanes

only payments for three months have helped with overall cashflow.
“The game room at 50% capacity has performed at 96% of prior
year sales,” reported Coleman.
Sales manager Cheryl Oliva has maintained contact with groups
and parties from past years. While bookings are slim, Oliva believes
the constant connection is as good as money in the bank for the
future. Birthday party sales have been erratic, but the team predicts
they will perform at about 60% of 2019 sales. Oliva and manager
Tasha Taylor were able to retain 67% of league business. The
coordination of managing the COVID-19 safety protocols was no
easy task. With league leadership input, Holiday Lanes’ team was
able to safely floor the majority of their fall leagues.

If you ask Coleman and the Holiday Lanes team what
keeps them going during this rocky time, they say personal
commitment is a core value. That value has created an
environment of transparency, communication, and care.
Coleman will tell you, “The challenges we face [in 2020]
are different. The issues we [encounter] and the time

spent working on those issues are different in 2020.
However, we will never give up and we must keep calm,
mask up, and carry on.” ❖

Beth’s publication, People Buy From People, details her
philosophy of connecting people to their work.
Questions or comments contact Beth at
Beth@Trainertainment.net
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BOWLING ON A

STRING
The IBF officially certifies string pinsetters while
the USBC analyzes its next steps

By Paul Lane

I

n recent years string
pinsetters for tenpin bowling
have been featured in editorial
stories and advertising
pages in the bowling
industry trade and consumer
publications. Not surprisingly,
string pinsetters have gotten a
mixed response from bowlers and
proprietors. While most responses
are positive, there is a small percentage
of traditionalists who have not gotten on
board with the new trend.
There is a new aspect to consider, as
Andrew Oram, the chief operating
officer of the 144-member nation
International Bowling Federation
(formerly the World Tenpin Association),
issued the following announcement in a press
release on November 8, 2020:
“After extensive research and consideration, the
International Bowling Federation (IBF) is certifying
string pinsetting technology and has approved string
machines for sport, leagues, and sport competitve
tournament play worldwide (sport bowling).”
Oram’s comments were a new and interesting
development for the future of sport bowling. “Centers
wishing to use string machines for sport bowling must
comply with newly defined technical requirements,”
Oram continues. “These requirements are intended to
ensure consistency across approved string machine
centers [making them] IBF-compliant string centers,
and maximum alignment with free-fall centers.”
The perception is that string machines for tenpin

bowling is a relatively new
development, but that’s far from
the fact. J rgen Kiewning, the
general manager of SES in Stockach,
Germany, which has been building
string machines since 1998, told us
that his father, Erwin, was an
employee of the Swiss company
Schmid, which first introduced a tenpin
string machine in about 1960. And, later,
Erwin was in management with
Brunswick after they purchased Schmid
because of their interest in the
company’s free-fall GS machine. In 1998
Brunswick relocated its GS operations to
Hungary and sold the tenpin string
machine division to Erwin, who then
founded and launched SES.
An early-model Schmid tenpin string machine
was called K620, which stands for the year they were
manufactured (1962). However, a brochure from Schmid,
printed in 1960, features a 26lane tenpin center with string machines
in Osaka, Japan, around 1959. These
early model string machines were
installed throughout Europe. SES
continues to manufacture and sell parts
to centers that are still operating, and still
actively markets and installs string
machines.
IBI has featured stories on full scale
entertainment centers, boutique centers
offering a variety of attractions, including
bowling lanes, in adventure and Andrew Oram
IBI
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amusement parks, a wildlife safari
park, and medium-to-large
chains of bowling centers, many
of which have installed or
changed to string machines.
Some traditionalists believe
string machines are little more
than a novelty, designed for
entertainment driven facilities.
But this is a false perception.
While the IBF added tenpin
string machine to their certification
Dave Kist
program in November 2020, three
federations/associations have
already been experimenting with certification. Cara Honeychurch
from the Tenpin Bowling Australia (TBA); Dave Kist from the
Canadian Tenpin Federation (CTF);
and Lisa John from the British
Tenpin Bowling Association (BTBA)
shared their time, experiences,
and expertise with IBI. Their
responses varied slightly, but the
overall conclusions were consistent
“The decision to add string
machines to our certification
program was an easy one,” said
Lisa John. “The association is fully
aware that we need bowling
center proprietors in order to
Cara Honeychurch
keep our sport alive. Without
proprietors, we would not have a
sport; it’s as simple as that. In the UK, bowling centers are
struggling to remain open with their current overheads. If
switching to string machines allows them to keep their doors
open, we have to embrace it.”
Cara Honeychurch added, “It was fairly clear a number of years
ago that string machines were going to be the way of the future.
They are safer, more economical to run, and require significantly
less maintenance. In Austalia there
are increasing challenges in finding
mechanics that can maintain freefall machines.”
Dave Kist said that several years
ago he posed this question to the
CBF board: “It’s not a question of
if string machines for tenpin should
be considered, but when?”
Follow-up discussions and studies
eventually led to the CTF adopting
a string certification program in
time for the 2017-2018 season.

Lisa John
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All three federations ran extensive research and testing
programs before adding a certification program for centers
with tenpin string machines, including running leagues that
bowled in two centers, one with string and one free-fall, and
comparing scores. The difference was negligable, and the
conclusion was that there was no need to separate membership
into two categories — one for string and one for free-fall.
Honeychurch said, “For the first year [of tournaments] we had
string machines in a separate category. However, we quickly
realized that this was simply not practical. Since 2018, we no
longer distinguish between the two. There are so many variables
in the sport and lane conditions have a far greater impact in
scoring than the type of [pinsetting] machine.”
John concurred, adding, “We do not separate membership.
In terms of averages, we only found a swing of 1-2% in either
direction, which is no more than a bowler’s difference in
average when bowling in a league in two different centers with
free-fall machines.”
Kist continued, “Canadian bowlers who wish to cross the
border to participate in tournaments in the U.S.A. would only
be able to use averages from free-fall centers as the USBC
presently views string machines as being non-approved
equipment.” He said that the CTF doesn’t see that as a
problem; it’s not a common occurance, and most bowlers
who travel south of the border are high-performance amateurs
or professional bowlers looking to make a buck in scratch
tournaments with a healthy prize fund.
Jason Overstreet, the deputy director of USBC, forwarded
the following statement that clarifies their current position:
“The market related to string pinsetters is continuing to
mature and the product is still evolving. USBC will continue to
monitor the marketplace and present a position if and when new
information becomes available.”
The overall concensus is that whether a center has string or
free-fall machines is irrelavent. It’s about lane patterns and
conditions, being able to make adjustments, selecting the
right bowling ball, and shot-making — all good points that apply
to higher average bowlers. But 90% of the typical recreational
bowlers in handicapped leagues, open, and party bowlers
who have lower expectations and skill set. In short, the
fundementals of the sport are unchanged and apply equally to
both string and free-fall machines.
The IBF’s CEO Andrew Oram compared bowling’s conundrum
to tennis. “Players bowling on both string and free-fall machines
face fewer, if any, challenges than, for example Pete Sampras in
tennis succesfully winning tournaments on hard courts, clay,
and grass,” Oram said, and, “no one questions the legitimacy
of one surface compared to another. They are simply accepted.
And the players make adjustments accordingly.”
Additionally, in order for the IBF and member federations
to certify a center with string machines, the machines must be
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look different than the past. Honeychurch said, “I predict that
in 20 years you will see very few free-fall machines in Australia
unless there is a significant innovation in free-fall technology,
making them a more [economically] viable proposition for
proprietors.” John and Kist agreed with Honeychurch’s
prediction.
The equipment manufacturers and suppliers also have some
interesting insight regarding the future of tenpin string machines
since the IBF’s recognition and certification program has
legitimized their product.
Brunswick’s John Prokopec and
QubicaAMF’s Neil Pennington
shared similar views: both felt that

compliant with the newly defined technical specifications.
These specifications also extend to lanes, pindecks, gutters and
kickbacks. These elements are all required to meet IBF’s
universal standard specifications.
All three federations are encouraging proprietors of centers
with string machines to sanction their lanes and to promote
league bowling and membership as an opportunity to develop
an added revenue stream as the industry tries to recover from
the devastating economic effects of COVID-19. Apart from
adding revenue, the idea is to get proprietors to recognize the
benefit of promoting league membership. This encourages
customers to be more commited to the sport while qualifying
for recognition and awards programs and benefits that are
denied without official sanctioning.
For many, the future of bowling world-wide is going to
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John Prokopec

proprietors who want to have
league programs in their centers
Roger Creamer
will have a choice in the future
between free-fall and string
pinsetting machines. Right now, it all boils down to preference
and financial considerations. String pinsetting manufacturers
believe there will be an increase in
sales in those markets where the
associations have a string machine
certification program.
QubicaAMF’s Roger Creamer
added, “I cannot remember a time
when World Bowling, or FIQ and
WTBA, or any other bowling
federation so publicly recognized our
sport of bowling center proprietors as
has the IBF. It’s the proprietors that
take the financial risk in investing in
the bowling business. No proprietors,
no bowling centers, NO SPORT.”
David Frewing of US Bowling says,
“Many proprietors know that without
a good mechanic their bowling center
business is in jeopardy. To train a new
mechanic for their free-fall machines,
the proprietor either must spend years
training or send them to a mechanics
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school. Today, these centers have a
choice: stay with their free-fall machines
or change to string machines which are
relatively maintenance free and more
cost efficient.”
Switch Bowling’s Alain Winterhalter
added, “The short-term benefit of a
reduced cost of equipment with string
machines is outweighed by the longterm benefit of substantially reduced
operating costs, while still being able to
offer sanctioned league and tournament
play to their customers.”
Pennington at QubicaAMF believes
that in the short-term, associations
and their members can get more
comfortable with string pinsetter
machines by hosting and participating
in events in centers that have them.
Kiewning has an upbeat outlook, saying, “Most European associations
have experienced a steady decline in memberships for decades. The
associations want to turn this around and
see an uptick in memberships. Certification
of centers with string machines offer these
associations an opportunity for regrowth
and should be encouraged to work closely
alongside proprietors to make this happen.
This is a great opportunity for all parties
concerned.”
“I think acceptance of string pinsetters
for competitive play will be one thing to
watch,” says Prokopec. “I could see where
more mature markets simply may not be
ready to move on from traditional free-fall
David Frewing
pinsetters and that it may take longer for
them to be accepted. Acceptance may be more prevalent in new and
emerging markets where string machines are likely to be more common.”
The overall consensus is that as more
proprietors install tenpin string machines,
the associations in those markets will
need to be more open-minded and
reconsider their positions by recognizing
the opportunity and potential for
developing new members.
Clearly, Oram understands the needs
of today’s proprietors. In his press release
he wrote, “COVID-19 has had, and
continues to have, a significant impact
on bowling centers throughout the world.
Now, more than ever, new technology is
needed to help centers overcome the Alain Winterhalter

financial damage as a result of mandatory shutdowns
and ongoing social distancing imposed in most
countries. We could not sit still, desiring instead to help
improve their operations to ensure long term growth
and prosperity for the sport.” Oram goes further by
adding, “Our approval of string pinsetters for sport
bowling ensures bowling operators and investors
have real choices in new technology. Free-fall and
string technology are viable options for sport bowling.
Now operators and investors who choose string
machines as a way to make their businesses more
efficient, profitable, and sustainable can continue to
offer and engage in sport bowling.”
Undeniably, installations of tenpin string machines
in the marketplace will continue to gain momentum,
especially in growth and in new emerging markets. To
have string pinsetters as an option for sport bowling
will have a long-term positive affect on the industry
globally, for both the federations and the proprietors
of bowling centers. ❖

Paul Lane is former Director of Marketing and
Marketing Services for AMF Bowling, Inc. He has
been the director of 18 AMF World Cups, an
officer in national and international trade
associations, and a pro bowler during a career that
spans more than 60 countries and 50 years.
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VISIT OUR
BRAND NEW
FACEBOOK PAGE
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/
BOWLINGINDUSTRYMAGAZINE

THE WORLD'S ONLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BUSINESS OF BOWLING

SELL YOUR

CENTER
OR EQPT.

FAST!
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOWLINGFAN
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
INFECTED with the REMODEL BUG as you
FALL into League Season? ENTERTAINING
the idea of a face-lift? Got you covered: A2s,
parts, lanes, scoring, seating, and, of course,
masks. knotritellc@gmail.com.
FOR SALE: 10 pin drilling machine with
vacuum system, measuring ball, scale,
etc. Call Vic at (780) 454-1110.
NEW & USED Pro Shop Equipment.
Jayhawk Bowling Supply. (800) 255-6436
or jayhawkbowling.com.
REPAIR & EXCHANGE. Call for details (248)
375-2751.

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOWLINGFAN

CENTERS FOR SALE
ILLINOIS: 24-lane, recently remodeled center
w/ new parking lot. 40,000 s/f on 1.67 acres.
Qubica scoring and POS system. Strong leagues
w/ 900+ bowlers, also pool leagues. Sports bar &
grill, pro shop, video gaming, & banquet hall w/
lots of room to convert. Owner retiring. Call (847)
613-5020 for price & info.
NEBRASKA: 32-lane center, land & building.
Features Brunswick A2 pinsetters, Brunswick
Pro Anvilane lanes, Brunswick 2000 ball
returns. Also, large lounge seating to 250;
party room seating up to 80; game room, café
with established catering service. Center caters
in-house and to other locations year-round. For
more information, call Don Mehring, Action
Holdings Real Estate, office (308) 384-3777 or
cell (308) 380-0444.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
LANE MACHINES WANTED. We will
purchase your KEGEL-built machine, any age
or condition. Call (608) 764-1464.

EDUCATION & TRAINING
PRO SHOP TRAINING. Classes always
forming. Jayhawk Bowling Supply (800)
255-6436 or jayhawkbowling.com.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
Drill Bit Sharpening and Measuring Ball
Repair. Jayhawk Bowling Supply. (800)
255-6436 or jayhawkbowling.com.

SELL YOUR CENTER

(818) 789-2695
LOCKER KEYS FAST!
All Keys done by code #
Locks and Master Keys
E-mail: huff@inreach.com
TOLL FREE

1-800-700-4539

AMF and some BRUNSWICK PC board
repair/exchange. 6-month warranty, fast
turnaround. Call or write: WB8YJF Service
5586 Babbitt Road, New Albany, Ohio 43054
Toll Free: 888-902-BOWL (2695)
Ph./Fax: (614) 855-3022 (Jon)
E-mail: wb8yjf@sbcglobal.net
Visit us on the WEB!
http://home.earthlink.net/~wb8yjf/
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SELL YOUR
CENTER OR
EQUIPMENT

FAST!
(818) 789-2695
VISIT OUR
BRAND NEW
FACEBOOK PAGE
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/
BOWLINGINDUSTRYMAGAZINE
AMF • BRUNSWICK EQUIPMENT COMPLETE PACKAGES
WORLDʼS LARGEST NEW – USED SPARE
PARTS INVENTORY
ALL AMF BUMPER PARTS, XS Q-BUMP,
DURABOWL AND GEN II IN STOCK

SEL
L

BUY

THE WORLD'S ONLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BUSINESS OF BOWLING

Danny & Daryl Tucker
Tucker Bowling Equipment Co.
609 N.E. 3rd St.
Tulia, Texas 79088
Call (806) 995-4018
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REMEMBER WHEN

In January 2015, going
back for a visit to the
Enterprise seemed like
fun. Today, 2020, it seems
like a good idea– leaving
on a spaceship, don’t
know when I’ll be back
again.

1960s
B
‘
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eam us up, Scotty!’
How many of you can recall the characters and
events of the TV series, Star Trek? Captain Kirk, Spock, Sulu, Lt.
Uhura, and, of course, Doctor McCoy and Engineer Scotty. Without pause, many
of us can conjure their images and the stories surrounding them over the three years during the 1960s
when the show was on television.
In 1975, Paramount Pictures Corporation, in conjunction with Ballantine Books, published Star Trek
Blueprints, drawn by Franz Joseph Designs. Depicted down to the finest detail, these drawings show
every aspect of the exterior and interior of every deck on the USS Enterprise.
Allow us to direct your attention to Deck 21—food preparation center and bowling alley. Yes,
the esteemed crew of the USS Enterprise had regulation bowling lanes with seating for 83 to observe
the fun. ❖
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SHOWCASE
PRIMO SOFTWARE

Brunswick Bowling Products has announced its worldwide
launch of Sync Prima™, the latest software, and Crown
Advantage™, an all-inclusive center operating subscription
service. Prima offers the Open Lane app, along with
OrderNow for online ordering. There is also FloorPlan, a customized restaurant and center layout for best-in-class management and service.
Crown Advantage’s updates
brings Brunswick customers
the latest and the best in business building technology and
24/7 technical support. Crown
Advantage is available in multiple subscription tiers. Existing
Sync customers will enjoy a
complimentary trial of Sync Prima with Crown Advantage
Platinum through the end of 2020, and all new Sync purchases will include a one-year subscription to Crown Advantage
Platinum.
www.brunswickbowling.com/bowling-centers.

BRING BOWLERS BACK

Hownd helps bowling centers reopen successfully with more new
and returning customers AND more immediate and future revenue. Hownd makes your promotional offers – like gift cards, buy
nows, support vouchers, coupons, value-add packages – easily
available to nearby consumers through a variety of digital channels, including your website, Facebook, email, the MyHownd
mobile app, and MyHownd Wi-Fi service. There’s no cost to sign
up, no ongoing subscription, no contractual obligation. And with
Hownd’s Pay-Per-Visit fee model, you only pay when they bring
you customers. So,
there’s no risk to you
– nothing to lose and
lots to gain! And,
Hownd is effortless –
no marketing expertise or technology
savvy needed on your part. You can sign up in about 10 minutes,
and your first offer will be available to nearby consumers in 48
hours. Sign up to learn more, and request info at Hownd.com.

TOUCHSCREEN BOWLER TERMINAL

COLORFUL LIGHTING SYSTEM

ZOT ColorSplash is a leader offering truly unique LED
lighting and control systems that are changing the way the
industry thinks and markets business. This programmable
LED lighting system provides new and existing businesses
with the ability to create custom light shows comprising a
myriad of colors for an all new entertainment experience,
thus promoting revenue and profit. Proprietors have discovered that ColorSplash is much more than a lighting system; it’s a marketing tool that can be tailored for virtually
any promotion ranging from birthday parties, corporate
team building events, holidays, and major sporting events
to name a few. For more information, contact Steve
Szabina at (877) 236-8505; Steve.Szabina@zotcolorsplash.com, or go to www.zotcolorsplash.com.

EXPAND ONLINE SERVICES

Booking software is traditionally a one-trick pony that
does one thing – book. Partywirks says, “Retire the
pony!” Partywirks’ multi-function, all-in-one software
includes options such as Book-Now, Shop-Now, InquireNow, Share-Now, and Invite-Now. It brings the power of
ecommerce and instant gratification to any webpage or
Facebook post and delivers more ways to entice, inform,
and encourage people to take action. Try Partywirks risk
free. No credit card or contract required. If Partywirks
delivers the results, special BPAA Smart Buy pricing is
available. Sign up for a product tour at https://calendly.com/partywirks/partywirks-product-demo. For more
information, call (877) 345-4012 or email support@partywirks.com.

Steltronic Scoring offers you a direct replacement for your existing keypad consoles with a commercial
grade 19-inch touchscreen. The newly designed touchscreen bowler terminal uses a commercial grade
touchscreen instead of a personal-use tablet because Steltronic believes you need industrial strength hardware for public use. It features all of the basic needs for interaction with the scoring system: a USB mobile
phone charging port, your custom logo back-lit with LED lighting, and 100% manufactured in the U.S.A.
Established in 1980. Steltronic is YOUR bowling center management specialists. For more info: call (800)
942-5939; info@steltronicscoring.com; www.SteltronicScoring.com.
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